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This, the 12th issue of Transactions on Large-Scale Data and
Knowledge-Centered Systems, contains five revised selected regular
papers. Topics covered include schema matching and schema mapping,
update propagation in decision support systems, routing methods in
peer-to-peer systems, distributed stream analytics and dynamic data
partitioning.
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section I. Genealogies of Heimat : poetics, imagination, gender --
section II. Urban Heimat : city-spaces, history, post/modernity --
section III. Remembering Heimat : memory sites, taboos, ghosts --
section IV. Challenging Heimat : language, culture, objects.
The concept of Heimat with its seemingly pre- or anti-modern
connotations of rootedness in a place of origin is central to a critical
understanding of German history and culture. Over the course of the
past fifteen years, scholars across a range of disciplines have found
new ways to examine the changing notions of Heimat - its multifaceted
cultural, literary, and visual history, its gendered connotations, and its
national and ideological appropriations. This anthology is the first to
examine cultural manifestations of Heimat by giving special
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consideration to issues of memory and space. The contributions to this
volume challenge static notions of place often associated with Heimat.
Instead, they explore the social and cultural production of places of
belonging as they emerge in literary and visual narratives ranging from
1800 to 2000 and beyond. Although the anthology includes historical
perspectives on Heimat, its overall objective is not to trace its cultural
or literary history, but to place this complex term into new conceptual
contexts. Drawing attention to manifestations of Heimat within German
literary and cultural studies provides a rich ground for exploring the
transformation of locality in trans/national contexts.


